MULTIVAC Resale & Service
Stock machines
Original replacement parts

Whether new or used - you can always count
on MULTIVAC stock machines in the areas of
packaging, handling, labelling and inspection.
They are readily available and feature favourable
solutions for purchase, lease and rent.
With MULTIVAC original replacement parts,
we offer an economical, fairly priced and resourcesaving alternative for central modules with the
quality of new parts.
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Large selection, maximum reliability
MULTIVAC stock machines are available at particularly short notice. Just as when you
purchase new machines, you will enjoy the advantages of
··
··
··
··
··
··

individual consultation
timely putting into service and thorough instruction
responsive technical service
seamless supply of original replacement parts and software updates
fully documented machine history
comprehensive warranty services

We offer various financing plans such as leasing and rental.
Our extensive offering of stock machines includes over 100 machines from the
areas of
··
··
··
··
··

Case packing
Handling
Marking
Inspection
Accessories

We look forward to your inquiry!
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Reconditioned stock machines:
Exhibition and demo machines
The MULTIVAC Group presents itself at more than 100 trade fairs and events every year.
There, as well as in the exhibition rooms of our local businesses, we utilise exhibition and
demo machines which are regularly replaced by new machines.
These exhibition and demo machines are also available as reconditioned stock machines
and are subject to a thorough checking process before delivery to our customers.

Exhibition machines, demo machines
·· were used exclusively for exhibitions, events, exhibition rooms etc.
·· are restored to technical specifications of a brand new machine
·· are available at very short notice
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Factory overhauled stock machines:
MULTIVAC Pro Selection
Pro Selection is the quality seal for OEM factory overhauled machines from MULTIVAC.
During a factory overhaul, the machine and all its relevant modules are disassembled,
cleaned, checked and, if necessary, overhauled or replaced with MULTIVAC original parts.
With comprehensive documentation, we guarantee the same service level for factory
overhauled stock machines as for our new machines:
·· fast and competent technical service
·· seamless spare parts supply
·· future software updates

MULTIVAC Pro Selection
Look for the Pro Selection quality seal when buying a used MULTIVAC packaging
solution. It guarantees the kind of quality and safety that only the original manufacturer
can offer.
With the MULTIVAC Pro Selection seal, we confirm that
··
··
··
··
··

the machine satisfies the high MULTIVAC standards
the currently applicable safety standards are upheld
all tasks were carried out by MULTIVAC experts
the factory overhaul was carried out using MULTIVAC original parts
the Pro Selection machine is subject to the MULTIVAC guarantee
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MULTIVAC original replacement parts
Even when a MULTIVAC packaging solution gets older, the long-lasting modules, such as
lifting units and punches, are still of particularly high quality. This is why we are happy to
take them back and provide you with a corresponding original exchange part, in advance if
you prefer. Disassembly and installation is performed by our technical service on request, or
you can carry it out yourself.
By using MULTIVAC original replacement parts, you can continue to rely on the same quality
and warranty as with our new parts.

Fairly priced and readily available
With MULTIVAC original replacement parts, we offer an economical, fairly priced and
resource-saving alternative with the same quality and warranty as with new parts.

Original quality
The reconditioning of MULTIVAC original exchange parts is a multi-step process that is
strictly monitored. All elements are examined precisely, from the complete cleaning and
disassembly to a visual inspection, mechanical check and electrical inspection. All wearing
parts are replaced by new parts. If a part no longer satisfies our strict manufacturing standards, it is reprocessed and repaired. For the final check, the same high quality standards
apply as with new MULTIVAC parts.

Resource-efficient
MULTIVAC original replacement parts are not only an economical but also an environmentally friendly alternative. Since these components do not have to be newly manufactured,
less energy is required, the consumption of raw materials is optimised and emissions are
reduced.

We would be pleased to inform and advise you!
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Repurchase of used equipment
When you purchase a new MULTIVAC packaging solution, we will accept your used
MULTIVAC equipment as payment at a fair market price.
You no longer need your MULTIVAC packaging solution? As the manufacturer, we alone
have the necessary experience to assist you. As an OEM factory, we are best suited to
overhaul your machine, recycle the modules and parts or dispose of your machine
professionally.
Contact us and we will submit an offer to you for your used MULTIVAC device.
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